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Introduction 

 Outside members of the board have a fiduciary duty to protect the interests of shareholders, serving as independent 

overseers of the company and the management team. However, sometimes these apparently independent monitors have 

professional or personal ties to management beyond their service on the board, such as serving together on other companies’ 

boards, being graduates of the same school, or being personal friends. Also, board members may have previously been 

employed by the company’s audit firm. These kinds of board member ties to managers and external auditors raise the 

question of whether they can affect the board’s oversight, and ultimately diminish, or possibly even enhance, financial 

reporting quality. 

 Financial scandals in the early 2000s, including at Enron and WorldCom, raised serious questions about the 

propriety of certain relationships among corporate governance actors, and led to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX, 

2002). SOX established more stringent auditor independence rules, and regulators strengthened board of director 

independence rules as well. However, neither lawmakers nor regulators addressed a number of board member professional 

and personal ties that might affect board oversight and financial reporting quality.  

 In the post-SOX era, research has examined a variety of board member ties to managers and external auditors, 

including the association of these ties with various measures of board oversight and financial reporting quality. The findings 

from this growing body of research offer  

insights that may enhance auditors’ and directors’ ability to better assess an organization’s risk environment, by more fully 

understanding the motivations of other corporate governance actors. Directors and managers may even need to become 

more self-aware of how their own relationships to other corporate governance actors could bias judgment and impair 

objectivity.  

 In this article we discuss the findings of seven selected U.S.-focused research studies from 2009–2017. While not 

reflecting a comprehensive review of all possible studies, we selected these studies as a representation of an emerging body 

of U.S. research published in leading journals.1 We first highlight key findings from articles that examine board members’ 

professional and/or personal ties to management, followed by highlights of studies examining board members’ professional 

ties to external auditors.2 We summarize the overall themes in the findings of these studies and develop implications for 

practice. We also believe that the findings and implications will be of interest to educators and students. 

Discussion of Research Findings 

 Five of the articles we highlight examine the effects of board members’ ties to management, and two studies 

examine board members’ ties to external auditors. Details of each study are provided in Table 1. In this article, we focus 

primarily on the elements of each study dealing with board member ties with management or external auditors, omitting 

 
1 We used judgment in determining which papers to include in this analysis, and we believe that the seven-article profiled reflect a 

diverse sample of U.S.-focused papers published in leading journals.  
2 We encourage readers interested in a synthesis of board committee research to consult Kolev, Wangrow, Barker, and Schepker 

(2019). The authors examine a wide range of issues beyond directors’ ties to others. 

http://www.NACVA.com/JFIA
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some other findings (e.g., other board characteristics, control variables, etc.). In some cases, we use or adapt terminology 

from the original studies. [See Table 1, pg. 498] 

Board Members’ Ties to Management 

 Board members have a fiduciary responsibility to protect shareholders by monitoring management. In the SOX 

(2002) era, regulators and stock exchanges sought to enhance board monitoring, and to lessen management’s influence over 

boards, by strengthening board independence rules, and by requiring or recommending that the nominating/governance, 

compensation, and audit committees of the board include only independent directors. However, previous research (e.g., 

Clune, Hermanson, Tompkins, and Ye, 2014) has found that directors often have personal or professional connections with 

the CEO and other board members, and CEOs still can significantly influence the director search process. As such, 

management can influence technically independent directors either directly or indirectly through board social networks.  

There are two perspectives about how board members’ ties to management may affect board oversight. The 

collaborative board perspective (Westphal, 1999) asserts that management-board connections can enhance knowledge 

sharing, promote trust, and enhance board collegiality. As a result, board oversight may be enhanced by board-management 

ties. By contrast, managerial power theory (Bebchuk and Fried, 2004) indicates that managers might try to appoint friends 

to the board, who they can influence and who will reciprocate for their appointment to the board. This situation would 

undermine the board’s ability to provide valuable, objective oversight. 

Hoitash (2011). This study addresses the competing management-board perspectives by examining the association 

of board-management (i.e., managers who serve as inside directors) professional ties with financial reporting quality.3 The 

study defines a form of professional ties as relationships where “a manager (inside director) and an independent director 

serve/d (in the present or the past) on boards of at least one additional company (i.e., not the company in which the manager 

resides)” (p. 406), and measures financial reporting quality based on material internal control weakness disclosures and 

financial restatements.  

The study finds that the quality of financial reporting is positively associated with such board-management 

professional ties in cases where the “ties include members of the audit committee” (p. 399). This finding suggests that audit 

committee members professionally connected to management may enhance communications and the flow of information 

that improve board oversight. The study defines professional ties only in terms of common board service at another 

company.4  

Krishnan, Raman, Yang, and Yu (2011). This study examines the association between CEO/CFO-board ties and 

earnings management. The authors examine both CEO and CFO ties to the board because both executives must certify 

company financial statements, and CFOs are directly involved in reporting company earnings. The authors measure a mix 

of professional and personal ties by examining publicly available board member biographical information, and identifying 

CEOs and CFOs connected to board members via common prior employment, education, or other activities (including 

charities and golf clubs).  

The study finds that CEO/CFO-board ties are associated with greater earnings management, but that post-SOX, the 

effect of such ties was negated. Also, “the CEO’s … ties with the board have a greater impact on earnings management than 

the CFO’s ties with the board” (p. 552).  

Rose, Rose, Norman, and Mazza (2014). Using a hypothetical case, this study examines how directors who are 

friends of the CEO (a personal tie) will respond to the CEO’s efforts to cut R&D expenditures to meet a short-term bonus 

target. The primary experiment places director participants in one of three different personal tie roles: no friendship tie to 

 
3 Hoitash (2011) uses the term “social ties” to refer to professional ties. By contrast, two studies below use the term “social ties” 

differently. Krishnan, Raman, Yang, and Yu (2011) use “social ties” to refer to a mix of professional and personal ties, and Wilbanks, 

Hermanson, and Sharma (2017) use “social ties” to refer to personal ties. For clarity, we refer to “professional ties” or “personal ties” 

throughout our discussion. 
4 Hoitash (2011) examines manager inside directors who serve on another company’s board with a company independent director. 

Bedard, Hoitash, and Hoitash (2014) examine the effects of CFOs serving as inside directors of their employing company, finding that 

this situation is associated with stronger internal controls, higher quality accruals, and a lower risk of restatements. The professional 

tie reflected in the Bedard et al. study is the CFO serving as both a manager and alongside the board members as a fellow director of 

the employing company. 
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the CEO, publicly disclosed friendship tie to the CEO, or undisclosed friendship tie to the CEO. Participants are asked to 

make decisions about whether they would approve cuts to R&D expenditures to raise company earnings to meet 

performance benchmarks, and to earn the CEO a bonus.  

The authors find that directors are more willing to approve reductions in R&D expenditures if friendship ties exist 

than if these ties do not exist. Interestingly, however, public disclosure of the friendship ties caused even greater R&D cuts 

and, thus, a higher bonus for the CEO than when the ties were not disclosed. In essence, when told that their friendship with 

the CEO was public information, the directors participating in the study felt free to act even more in the CEO’s favor. The 

authors suggest that this action is consistent with “moral licensing” when the ties are disclosed to others.  

Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014). This study examines how professional and personal ties between the audit 

committee and the CEO are associated with financial reporting quality. The authors distinguish between “friendship 

network” (personal) ties and “advice network” (professional) ties. Friendship network ties are measured by past or present 

membership in charities, clubs, or other associations (non-profits). Advice network ties are measured by working at the 

same organization in the past or at present or graduating from the same school. 

The authors find that audit committee-CEO friendship (personal) ties are associated with reduced audit committee 

oversight quality, while professional ties often do not appear to impact oversight quality. Specifically, friendship ties are 

related to greater earnings management and reduced audit fees, suggestive of reduced audit effort. Additionally, when 

friendship ties are present, auditors are less likely to issue going concern opinions to financially distressed firms. 

Interestingly, firms are less likely to disclose internal control deficiencies when friendship ties exist but are more likely to 

later have the opinion changed to disclose internal control weaknesses. Finally, for firms that have restatements, those 

restatements are more likely to be severe when friendship ties exist. The findings of Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) 

support that CEO-audit committee friendship (personal) ties negatively impact the quality of financial reporting.  

Wilbanks, Hermanson, and Sharma (2017). This study complements Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) and 

examines how audit committee-management professional and personal ties are related to audit committee efforts to assess 

fraud risk and management’s integrity. The authors survey audit committee members and ask audit committee participants 

to report any of the same professional and personal ties as those found in Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014), as well as a 

variety of other ties.  

The study finds that audit committee participants who have personal ties to the CEO report less extensive audit 

committee efforts to assess the risk of fraudulent financial reporting and to assess management integrity. Thus, less robust 

audit committee processes are associated with audit committee personal ties to the CEO. More specifically, the audit 

committee is less likely to engage in more observable efforts to assess fraudulent financial reporting risk and management 

integrity when the audit committee member is personally tied to the CEO, possibly for fear of putting the relationship with 

the CEO at risk. There is no evidence that audit committee-management professional ties are associated with variations in 

audit committee activities. Overall, the findings of Wilbanks et al. (2017) reveal how audit committee members carry out 

certain duties “quietly” so as to not draw too much attention when there are personal ties to the CEO. 

Board Members’ Ties to External Auditors 

 Concerns exist that when a board and the external auditor are closely tied, auditor independence is compromised 

and financial reporting quality decreases. Many of these concerns center around professional ties, specifically the 

professional tie that is created when a board member has previously worked for the external auditor. The concern is that the 

former auditor now serving on the board will continue to be loyal to the external audit firm and therefore will not exercise 

objectivity in his/her board duties. Two studies examine the effects of audit committee-auditor professional ties in the form 

of a board member having previously worked for the external auditor. 

 Naiker and Sharma (2009). This study examines how financial reporting quality is associated with former audit 

firm partners serving as audit committee members. The authors focus exclusively on one professional tie, whether a former 

audit partner now serving on the audit committee previously worked for the firm’s external auditor (an “affiliated” former 

partner) or did not work for the firm’s external auditor (an “unaffiliated” former partner). Financial reporting quality is 

measured by disclosure of internal control deficiencies. 

 The authors find that companies with former audit firm partners serving on the audit committee are less likely to 

report internal control deficiencies, and, importantly, this finding holds for both affiliated and unaffiliated partners. Thus, 
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such an audit committee-auditor tie is associated with stronger internal controls, as reflected by reporting of internal control 

deficiencies. Further analysis indicates that the reduced likelihood of reporting internal control deficiencies is attributable 

to strong board oversight, rather than attributable to weak board oversight which promotes the omission of valid internal 

control deficiencies (i.e., with weak oversight, problems are not discovered or reported). Additional analysis substantiates 

these findings in that the presence of affiliated audit firm partners is associated with reduced earnings management. Overall, 

this study suggests that such professional “revolving-door” ties between the audit committee and former audit firm partners 

do not harm, but may enhance, the quality of financial reporting. 

 Naiker, Sharma, and Sharma (2013). This study builds upon the work of Naiker and Sharma (2009) and further 

examines the professional tie of shared past employment between audit committee members and the external auditor. In this 

situation, the variable of interest is the company’s purchase of nonaudit services from the external auditor, which has 

implications for the quality of financial reporting. The authors find that former audit firm partners, both affiliated and 

unaffiliated, serving on the audit committee are associated with reduced purchases of nonaudit services from the external 

auditor. Also, examination of the change in nonaudit service purchase behavior shows that purchases significantly decrease 

after former audit firm partners join the audit committee. Further analysis indicates that the reduction in nonaudit service 

purchases is not associated with increased audit service purchases. Therefore, the concern that former audit firm partners 

may seek to increase revenue for the auditor by purchasing additional and potentially unnecessary audit services instead of 

purchasing nonaudit services is not supported by the findings. 

Overall, the findings of Naiker and Sharma (2009) and Naiker et al. (2013) suggest that former audit firm partners 

serving on the audit committee are not a threat to financial reporting quality. In fact, the findings of Naiker and Sharma 

(2009) support that strong board oversight is associated with former audit firm partners serving on the audit committee. 

Additionally, the findings of Naiker et al. (2013) support that affiliated former audit firm partners on the audit committee 

tend to act with objectivity and independence, both of which are integral to the integrity of financial information.5  

Key Themes in the Research Findings 

From this discussion of the findings of seven selected U.S. studies, three key themes emerge. [See Figure 1, pg. 

497] 

Board-Management Professional Ties Are Not a Concern. There is no compelling evidence that professional 

board-management ties are associated with reduced board oversight or financial reporting quality. Hoitash (2011) finds 

evidence of greater financial reporting quality in the presence of professional ties, while Bruynseels and Cardinaels (2014) 

and Wilbanks et al. (2017) find no significant relation between such ties and their measures of oversight and financial 

reporting quality.6 Krishnan et al. (2011) find that a mix of professional and personal ties is negatively related to financial 

reporting quality, but this effect was negated in the post-SOX period. 

Board-Management Personal Ties Are a Concern. Personal board-management ties appear to be associated with 

reduced board oversight and financial reporting quality (Rose et al. 2014; Bruynseels and Cardinaels 2014; Wilbanks et al. 

2017). In particular, research suggests that board-CEO personal ties may be most problematic.7 When board-management 

personal ties are present, there is evidence that financial reporting quality is reduced and audit committee oversight is more 

limited. 

 Board-External Auditor Professional Ties May Enhance Financial Reporting. Research (Naiker and Sharma 

2009; Naiker et al., 2013) provides no basis for concerns about having audit committee members who used to work for the 

external audit firm. Rather, the U.S. evidence suggests that such audit committee members are associated with stronger 

internal controls, reduced earnings management, and lower levels of nonaudit service purchases. 

Implications for Auditors, Directors, and Managers 

 
5 In an analysis using Chinese data, He, Pittman, Rui, and Wu (2017, 61) “… measure social ties [between auditors and audit 

committee members] by alma mater connections, professor-student bonding, and employment affiliation ... Our evidence implies that 

social ties between engagement auditors and audit committee members impair audit quality.” Thus, there is some non-U.S. evidence 

of damaging ties between auditors and audit committee members. 
6 Also, Bedard et al. (2014) find that CFOs serving as inside directors are associated with more favorable accounting outcomes. 
7 Krishnan et al. (2011) find that CEO ties have stronger effects than CFO ties, and Wilbanks et al. (2017) find too few audit 

committee-CFO personal ties to allow for testing. 
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In this section, we offer implications based on our assessment of the research results. The implications extend the 

research findings, and we offer them for consideration by the reader, who must make the final decision on how to approach 

these issues.  

One clear implication from our review is that board-management personal ties are detrimental to the quality of 

financial reporting and the oversight activities related to financial reporting. While these ties appear to be problematic, the 

good news is that Wilbanks et al. (2017) find that board-management personal ties are less common than board-management 

professional ties. 

Given that SOX (2002) and the national stock exchanges do not address board-management personal ties, we 

believe that it is incumbent upon auditors, directors, and management to consider any appropriate actions when they 

encounter such ties. Our focus here is not on legal requirements or formal reporting in this unregulated domain, but rather 

on being cognizant of the existence of personal ties that can undermine the quality of governance and oversight. For 

example, when assessing various client risks (e.g., engagement risk, control risk, misstatement risk, and fraud risk) and 

when assessing management integrity and the quality of internal governance, the auditor may want to consider how board-

management personal ties could affect these risks and the effectiveness of internal governance. Another area in which the 

auditor may want to consider personal ties is when the audit committee or board might be supportive of management’s 

reporting choices when the accounting standards are less specific and/or when the auditor might disagree with management. 

Further, board nominating committees can ask potential director candidates about their ties to management and others as a 

way to enhance the director candidate screening process. Also, boards can periodically monitor director appointments to the 

audit committee and could choose to exclude directors with apparent or self-reported personal ties to the CEO. Prudent 

CEOs and directors can self-monitor their personal ties, and certain directors can choose to either exclude themselves from 

audit committee activities or exercise elevated objectivity with audit committee activities. 

It also is important to appreciate that business relationships or professional ties can turn into personal ties over time, 

as people who work together can become good friends. From a governance quality perspective, we believe that it is 

important to monitor what is happening in the organization and to honestly self-evaluate the types of ties that are developing 

among governance participants. For example, if a board member and the CEO sometimes play golf or otherwise socialize 

together, perhaps with some key customers, then this activity  seems to suggest normal business interactions that are not a 

concern. However, if the CEO and board member, or their spouses and families, become closely connected and travel 

together on vacation, this seems to suggest a personal tie that could make it difficult for the board member to provide 

substantive, objective monitoring of the CEO. We are not advocating any particular bright-line test here, but rather 

encouraging governance participants to honestly assess the nature of their ties and to act responsibly when personal ties are 

threatening objectivity. 

A second clear implication is that while SOX (2002) led to the NYSE and NASDAQ (SEC, 2003) regulating the 

appointment of former audit firm partners to the audit committee (i.e., through a cooling-off period) based upon the premise 

that such relationships may harm the quality and oversight of the audit, research evidence suggests otherwise. As former 

audit firm partners are one of the most highly qualified and experienced groups in accounting and auditing, boards may 

want to consider leveraging the retired audit firm partner labor market to strengthen audit committee oversight of financial 

reporting. Likewise, former audit firm partners may want to actively offer their invaluable experience to the director labor 

market. When considering the appointment of former audit partners to boards and audit committees, any personal ties 

between the partners and management would need to be considered. 

Finally, our review reveals no compelling evidence that board-management professional ties harm the quality and 

oversight of financial reporting. This finding suggests that the board may want to consider director candidates for board 

appointments when they do not have personal ties to management but do have professional ties. The development of ties 

through common employment and board service can bring useful resources (e.g., prior experience in an industry) to the 

board. 

Conclusion 

 Research on board members’ ties to others has expanded over the past decade or more, with several studies 

differentiating between professional ties and personal ties. Overall, the collective findings from the seven selected studies 

indicate that board-management personal ties are associated with reduced financial reporting quality and board oversight. 
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By contrast, the literature provides little reason for concern about board-management professional ties. Board-external 

auditor professional ties are associated with measures of greater financial reporting quality and board oversight.  

 It also is important to note that, despite the evidence that board-management personal ties can be damaging to 

financial reporting quality and board oversight, there are mechanisms in place that serve to focus directors’ attention on 

consistently providing sound monitoring and oversight. Specifically, Street and Hermanson (2019) review the literature on 

the consequences for directors of companies’ accounting restatements. Overall, those authors find that directors are 

disciplined for being associated with accounting problems through loss of board seats, negative recommendations from 

proxy advisors, and fewer votes from shareholders. Such penalties for bad director performance, along with sound 

governance processes, can serve to mitigate some, but not all, of the risk of personal ties reducing governance quality.  

We hope that these findings are useful to auditors, directors, and managers, as well as to educators and students 

studying boardroom issues. We believe that it is important to consider the potential impacts of board members’ ties to others. 

This consideration is especially true for board-management personal ties, even if they are not currently regulated. 
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Figure 1: Research Themes 

 

 

Note: While there are some inconsistencies across studies, as well as variations in use of the term “social ties,” the types of 

ties examined typically are defined as follows: 

Board-management professional ties include shared board service at other companies, common prior employment, etc. 

Board-management personal ties include personal friendships, common membership in clubs or charities, etc. 

Board-external auditor professional ties focus on former audit partners serving on the audit committee who previously 

worked for the auditor. 
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Table 1: Selected U.S. Literature on the Effects of Board Members’ Ties to Management and External Auditors 

Study Scope Selected Findings (Excerpts in Quotes) / Main Takeaways 

Board Ties to Management   

   

Hoitash, U. 2011. Should 

independent board members 

with social ties to 

management disqualify 

themselves from serving on 

the board? Journal of 

Business Ethics 99 (3): 399–

423.  

Archival study of board 

director biographical 

disclosures at U.S. public 

companies for the years 

2004 and 2005. 

 

“I demonstrate that financial reporting quality is improved when…[professional] ties [i.e., 

common board service at other companies by independent directors and inside directors] 

exist. I find that the likelihood of material weaknesses in internal controls and the likelihood 

of financial restatements are lower in companies with…[these] ties…only when…[the] ties 

include members of the audit committee.”  

Takeaway: A professional tie between audit committee members and managers (inside 

directors) is positively related to financial reporting quality. 

 

Krishnan, G. V., K. K. 

Raman, K. Yang, and W. 

Yu. 2011. CFO/CEO-board 

social ties, Sarbanes-Oxley, 

and earnings management. 

Accounting Horizons 25 (3): 

537–557.  

Archival study of director 

and top five earners’ 

biographical disclosures 

at U.S. public companies 

for the period of 2000-

2001 and 2003-2007. 

 

“Our results also suggest a positive relation between CFO/CEO-board…ties and earnings 

management…[T]he CEO’s…ties with the board have a greater impact on earnings 

management than the CFO’s ties with the board… the increase in managerial/board risk 

aversion since SOX appears to have negated the effect of…ties on earnings management in 

the post-SOX period.” 

Takeaway: A mix of professional and personal CEO/CFO-board ties (based on employment, 

education, and other activities) is associated with higher levels of earnings management. 

 

Rose, J. M., A. M. Rose, C. 

S. Norman, and C. Mazza. 

2014. Will disclosure of 

friendship ties between 

directors and CEOs yield 

perverse effects? The 

Accounting Review 89 (4): 

1545–1563.  

Experimental study of 56 

current board members at 

U.S. firms. 

“We find that friendship [personal] ties caused directors to be more willing to approve 

reductions to research and development (R&D) expenses that cause earnings to rise enough 

to meet the CEO’s minimum bonus target more often than when the directors and CEO were 

not friends. However, disclosing friendship ties resulted in even greater reductions in R&D 

expenses and higher CEO bonuses than not disclosing friendship ties.”  

Takeaway: Directors who are friends of the CEO (personal ties) are more willing to 

approve reductions in R&D to meet CEO bonus targets. Public disclosure of the friendship 

ties causes even greater R&D cuts. 

 

Bruynseels, L., and E. 

Cardinaels. 2014. The audit 

committee: Management 

watchdog or personal friend 

of the CEO? The Accounting 

Review 89 (1): 113–145.  

Archival study of 

management and board 

director biographical 

disclosures at U.S. public 

companies for the fiscal 

years of 2004-2008. 

“…we find that firms whose audit committees have ‘friendship’ [personal] ties to the CEO 

purchase fewer audit services and engage more in earnings management. Auditors are also 

less likely to issue going-concern opinions or to report internal control weaknesses when 

friendship [personal] ties are present. On the other hand, social ties formed through ‘advice 

networks’ [professional ties] do not seem to hamper the quality of audit committee 

oversight.” 

Takeaway: Audit committee-CEO personal ties reduce audit committee oversight quality, 

while professional ties often do not appear to impact oversight quality. 
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Wilbanks, R. M., D. R. 

Hermanson, and V. D. 

Sharma. 2017. Audit 

committee oversight of 

fraud risk: The role of social 

ties, professional ties, and 

governance characteristics. 

Accounting Horizons 31 (3): 

21–38.  

Survey of 134 U.S. public 

company audit committee 

members. 

“We find that AC [audit committee] participants with…personal ties…to the CEO are 

negatively associated with AC actions to assess FFR [fraudulent financial reporting] risk and 

management integrity [MI]. Further, the AC appears to cut back on more observable FFR and 

MI actions when the responding AC member has a…[personal] tie to the CEO, consistent 

with socially connected ACs being reluctant to engage in observable monitoring actions that 

could jeopardize a…[personal] tie to the CEO.”  

Takeaway: Audit committee participants with personal ties to the CEO report less extensive 

audit committee efforts to assess fraud risk and management’s integrity. There is no evidence 

that professional ties affect audit committee oversight. 

 

Board Ties to External Auditors   

Naiker, V., and D. S. 

Sharma. 2009. Former audit 

partners on the audit 

committee and internal 

control deficiencies. The 

Accounting Review 84 (2): 

559–587.  

Archival study of audit 

partners and SOX Section 

404 “accelerated filer” 

internal control 

deficiency (ICD) reports 

for the 2004 fiscal year.  

“We find a negative association between AFAPs [affiliated former audit partners] and 

UFAPs [unaffiliated former audit partners] on the audit committee and ICDs [internal control 

deficiencies]…Further tests suggest AFAPs do not allow management to circumvent the 

disclosure of ICDs when conditions appear to suggest this may be so, and that AFAPs are 

negatively related to performance-adjusted discretionary accruals. Collectively, we interpret 

these findings to suggest that AFAPs and UFAPs on the audit committee are associated with 

more effective monitoring of internal controls and financial reporting.” 

Takeaway: Firms with former audit partners serving on the audit committee are less likely 

to report deficiencies in internal control and less likely to manage earnings, whether the 

former partner worked for the current auditor or not. 

 

Naiker, V., D. S. Sharma, 

and V. D. Sharma. 2013. Do 

former audit partners on 

audit committees procure 

greater nonaudit services 

from the auditor? The 

Accounting Review 88 (1): 

297–326.  

Archival study of former 

audit partner audit 

committee appointments 

at U.S. public companies 

for the fiscal years ending 

2004 and 2005. 

 

“Our analyses show that the presence of both affiliated and unaffiliated FAPs [former audit 

partners] on audit committees does not lead to greater NAS [nonaudit services] procured 

from the auditor; rather, FAPs reduce NAS procured from the auditor. Moreover, NAS 

decline significantly following the appointment of FAPs to the audit committee…We find no 

evidence that AFAPs and UFAPs adopt compensatory strategies of procuring more audit 

services while simultaneously reducing NAS purchases from the auditor.” 

Takeaway: Former audit partners, both affiliated and unaffiliated, serving on the audit 

committee are related to reduced purchases of nonaudit services. 

 

 


